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Submitted By: Pam Williams, Committee Chair

Committee Charge:
The Conference recommends that based on discussion and deliberation,

**Issue: 2006 I-009**
…that FDA identify one or more inoculation methods or protocols that can be used to conduct Product Assessments as indicated in the pH and aw Interaction Tables of the Food Code definition for PHF (TCS Food);

and

**Issue: 2006 I-010**
…that a 2006-2008 TCS Food Implementation Committee be created to continue to work with FDA and ORA-U to develop a model training program (course-in-a-box, on-line course, additional module for the Food Code course, etc.)
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**Progress Report/Committee Activities:**

The 2006 -2008 CFP TCS Food Implementation Committee has set up a monthly conference call schedule. These continue each month.

The committee continues to work on the development of a training/guidance document. Committee members have been given assignments and each is working to complete their portion to include in the guidance document. Definitions, Slides with notes, references, etc. continue to be finalized.